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Abstract
For lung cancer treatment with gated radiotherapy, tracking apparent respiratory motion in fluoroscopic images is
an important step. The purpose of this study is to determine regions in the lung where the extracted apparent motion
is homogeneous and reliable. Using an adapted block-matching algorithm on fluoroscopic sequences, we extracted
individual point trajectories in region of interest corresponding to the lung and classified them using the k-means++
clustering algorithm. We then studied the apparent motion separately in each determined region. As a result, we
obtained regions with homogeneous motion. Finally, we showed that regions in the lower part of the lung may be
homogeneously correlated with an external signal acquired with an abdominal surrogate. This could be used in future
work to estimate the parameters of a patient motion model obtained with the planning 4DCT.
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Introduction
For lung cancer treatment with gated radiotherapy,
radiation is only delivered when the tumor is in a
determined position. Various methods have thus been
proposed to track the position of tumors using external
signals or internal signals. External signals can be
obtained with many devices such as a respiratory belt
[1] or markers placed on the patient's abdomen [2].
External gating techniques rely on some correlation
between these signals and the tumor location. External
signals have the advantage of being non-invasive but
their weakness is that the motion of external surrogates
does not always accurately correspond with the tumor
motion [3]. Internal motion is usually extracted from
fluoroscopic images by different methods with
implanted fiducial markers [4] or without them [5].
On fluoroscopic images, the real (3D) motion can only
be evaluated according to the apparent (2D) motion.
However, the apparent motion of internal structures can
be different in phase and magnitude within the lung. For
example, apparent motion is different if the tumor is
located in the upper part of the lung or near the
diaphragm. The analysis of apparent respiratory motion
is therefore one important step to motion-adapted
radiation therapy. We propose to study here how
homogeneous is the apparent motion in the lung and
which regions can or cannot be used to get a reliable
gating signal.

Based on a block-matching motion extraction on conebeam fluoroscopic sequences, we determine regions in
the lung where the extracted motion is homogeneous
and potentially more reliable. This extracted apparent
motion could then be used to estimate the parameters of
a patient motion prior model [6] obtained with the
planning 4DCT.
To this end, we extract individual point trajectories and
classify them using the k-means++ clustering algorithm
[7]. We then study the apparent motion separately in
each determined region. We finally study the correlation
of the apparent motion in each of these regions with an
external signal based on abdominal motion.

Material and methods
Data acquisition
Data was acquired on the Synergy system (Elekta) at the
Léon Berard cancer center in Lyon, France. The system
is composed of a kilo-voltage (kV) X-ray source
mounted on the linac gantry, perpendicular to the megavoltage source. It allows to reconstruct 3D cone-beam
images from projections acquired from rotating views.
Alternatively, a sequence of 2D+t fluoroscopic images
from fixed viewpoint can be acquired. Two patients
underwent a fluoroscopic session prior to conventional
radiation treatment. The angle of projection between the
vertical position and the kV source was 90° (viewing
point in front of the patient face). The fluoroscopic
sequence was made of 150 two-dimensional images
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covering approximately 30s, i.e 7 respiratory cycles
(Figure 1a).

Figure 1: a- One image from fluoroscopic sequence. b- Same
image after motion-enhanced filter.

During each session, an external signal was acquired
with a video camera which captures the motion of a
target located on the patient's abdomen. The
synchronization between the external signal and the
internal signal was obtained through a radiation sensor
located in the treatment room and linked to a computer.
When radiation was detected, the computer screen
changed color. Thanks to a mirror, this color change was
visible on the recorded video allowing to relate each
frame of the video with corresponding kV acquisition.
Motion extraction
In order to remove static elements in the fluoroscopic
sequence such as treatment table or patient's ribs, we
applied a pre-processing filter which enhances motion
(Figure 1b). Given a sequence of images, we computed
the average image and subtracted this mean-image to
each image of the sequence
We extracted individual point trajectories on each point
of a region of interest (ROI) using a block matching
algorithm [8]. The ROI was a hand-made segmentation.
Table 1 summarizes the data set. The block-matching
was computed with a size of research of 40x40pixels²
and the size of block was 21x91 pixels² (each pixel
were 0.8x0.8mm²). With such parameters, the maximum
authorized motion was 16.8x72.8mm². We use the
correlation coefficient as the similarity measure.
Tumor position
Patient 1
Patient 2

left lung middle
left lung middle

Number of extracted
trajectories
57400
45046

Table 1: Dataset characteristics

Clustering
In order to segment the extracted trajectories into
coherent regions, we used the k-means++ clustering
algorithm. This algorithm uses the well-known Lloyd
algorithm repetitively with random initializations, using
a well-chosen probability distribution to select the initial
barycenters. The clustering solution with the lowest
energy is then chosen as the final result. In practice, this
process gives consistently better results than the Lloyd
algorithm, and can be repeated until no better solution is

obtained. In our experiments, we found that running it
ten times gave consistently good results.
We applied the clustering algorithm on the trajectories
seen as vectors with 300 components, of which 150
representing the position on the x axis over time, and the
rest for the y axis. The metric used was the standard
Euclidean norm. Before computing the clustering
algorithm on the data set, we subtracted the first
element to each trajectory in order to make trajectories
independent of the original point position. The algorithm
was computed with a given number k of regions. To set
k, we tested growing values from 2 to 20 and kept the
minimum value from which significant regions did not
change any more. We consider that a region is
significant when it contains more than 5% of total
trajectories. In order to delete spurious trajectories, we
computed the clustering algorithm twice. The result of
the first computation of the algorithm gave one or two
significant regions. We then recomputed the algorithm
on the union of these regions.
Correlation
In order to study how homogeneous a region determined
with the k-means++ algorithm is, we computed the
correlation coefficient (cc) in the x-direction (LeftRight) and the y-direction (cranio-caudal) between each
point of a region and the corresponding barycenter. We
also used this similarity measure to compare the external
signal and each point of each region.

Results and Discussion
Homogeneous Regions
The first line of figure 2 shows results for patient 1
whereas the second line shows results for patient 2. The
first row (a- and d-) represents the image issued from
the first computation of the clustering algorithm. The
blue region corresponds to the points where trajectories
are heterogeneous. We recompute the k-means++
algorithm on the red region. Significant found regions
are shown on the second row (b- and e-). For each
patient, the tumor was located in the red region. The
other colors are set arbitrarily. For Patient 1, we found 3
significant regions for k=8. For Patient 2, we found 4
significant regions for k=8. The third row (c- and f-) of
figure 2 represents the motion of each barycenter in each
region for each patient. Same colors are used in rows 2
and 3 of figure 2 (e.g. for Patient 1, the motion of the
mean trajectory in the red region of figure 2b is
represented in red in figure 2c ).
In table 2, we report the mean correlation coefficient in
the cranio-caudal direction calculated on the region
where the tumor is located, between the barycenter and
trajectories in each point of the region. We found similar
results on the other regions.
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Figure 2: a- (respectively f-) red region represents non-spurious trajectories on patient 1 (resp. Patient 2). b- (respectively
e-) labeled regions for patient 1 (resp. patient 2). c- (respectively f-) motion of the barycenter of each region for patient 1
(resp. patient 2).

cc

Patient 1
0.90 (0.14)

Patient 2
0.88 (0.18)

Table 2: Mean correlation coefficient (standard deviation)
between the barycenter and trajectories in each point of the
region containing the tumor

As it is shown on figure 2, the k-means++ algorithm
allowed to gather locations with similar trajectories into
the same region with no geometrical a priori. This first
result confirms that the extracted motion is locally
coherent. The best homogeneity was always obtained in
the cranio-caudal direction, where the motion is most
significant.
Correlation with an external signal
In this section, we wanted to evaluate the correlation
between the external signal and the apparent motion in
each region. Considering labeled regions previously
obtained on each patient, we compute the correlation
coefficient between the external motion and the apparent
trajectory of each point of each region. In table 3, we
report the mean correlation coefficient and the standard
deviation (sd) obtained in each region, for each patient.
Colors refer to figure 2b (patient 1) and 2e (patient 2).
Figure 3 shows the motion in the cranio-caudal
direction in the region containing the tumor and the
external signal for Patient 1. To facilitate visualization,
we rescale both trajectories between 0 and 1.

Patient 1
Patient 2

label
Green
Red (tumor)
Blue (diaphragm)
Green
Red (tumor)
Yellow (diaphragm)
Blue

cc (sd)
-0.48 (0.28)
-0.88 (0.14)
-0.91 (0.12)
-0.38 (0.32)
-0.84 (0.17)
-0.93 (0.09)
-0.64 (0.25)

Table 3:Mean correlation coefficient (standard deviation)
between the external motion and trajectories in each point of
the region containing the tumor

Figure 4 presents an image of the correlation coefficient
between the external signal and the cranio-caudal
motion of each point of the region containing the tumor
for Patient 1. Similar results are obtained for Patient 2.
Results show that the correlation between the external
signal and the apparent motion is good in the lower part
of the lung, and even better in the region near the
diaphragm (table 3). For each region, both signals are in
phase opposition (cc<0 in table 3, see figure 3). If we
focus on the region containing the tumor (in red), results
show that the external signal and the apparent motion
are well correlated on the major part of the region,
except on the edges of the region, where the correlation
coefficient decreases (see figure 4).
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showed that the region in the lower part of the lung is
homogeneously correlated with an external signal
acquired with an abdominal marker
In future works, we will work on determining a
prediction function allowing to derive the motion model
parameters from the apparent trajectories. As trajectories
inside a given region are homogeneous, we expect this
prediction function to be fairly robust.
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